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Robots instead  
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EDITORIAL

Reliable
Plasser & Theurer is already a global market leader for railroad 
track laying machine technology. For more than 50 years, 
HOERBIGER has supplied extremely leakproof hydraulic 
check valves – crucial components for the machines’ sta-
bility. The reason? Because they function reliably.

Effective
Our customers in the oil and gas industry are driven by rising 
cost pressure and ever more stringent requirements with 
regard to safety and environmental sustainability. The effec-
tive services offered under our PerformanceXperience® 
portfolio help them achieve ambitious targets and goals.

Efficient
In the automotive industry, customer benefit is defined as 
maximum performance at the best cost. The HOERBIGER 
SlimLINE synchronizer is an innovation that creates space for 
efficiency in the truest sense of the word.

Our features show that safety, reliability, effectiveness, and 
efficiency are key attributes when it comes to maximum 
customer value and excellent customer benefits. Our goal is 
to make the best contribution possible.

Dr. Jürgen Zeschky 
CEO and Chairman of the Executive Board 
HOERBIGER Holding AG

What makes a product or a service truly valuable? What 
actually constitutes a benefit for the customer?

Our authors asked owners, buyers, and engineers from our 
circle of customers about the role our components and ser-
vices play in their success. They learned what makes young 
companies hidden champions, and what makes hidden 
champions global market leaders.

Safe
BEC is a hidden champion. The robotics specialist is one of 
the fastest-growing medium-sized firms in Germany’s south-
west. In its Rides segment, the company develops one-of-a-
kind adventures for amusement parks and shopping centers 
based on industrial robots and virtual reality applications. 
Thrills for the senses – and safe, thanks to passenger restraint 
systems made by HOERBIGER.

Ladies and Gentlemen,
Dear Readers,
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What do an amusement park, a specialist hospital, and a 
bobsled training center have in common? For all of them, 
modern robots installed by BEC are an integral part of 
their operations. The dynamic robotics specialist from 
Southern Germany operates around the globe.

Text: Dr. Andreas Neemann      Photography: Jürgen Wittke, BEC

FLYING HIGH

 W
hen you take a look around at BEC, the term 
hidden champion likely springs to mind. The com-
pany – which calls the small city of Pfullingen at 
the foot of Germany’s Swabian Alb plateau home 
– was founded in 2003 by then recent industrial 

engineering graduate Matthias Buck (BEC originally denoted Buck 
Engineering and Consulting). Presently employing a staff of 36 
with sales of 6 million euros in 2016, BEC is a traditional medium-
sized firm. What’s more, with recent sky-high growth rates the 
high-tech specialist is one of the fastest-growing firms in Germa-
ny’s southwest, which is rife with industry. This is evidenced by a 
certificate from Germany’s business magazine “Focus Money,” 
which is posted in the meeting room. The company also sports an 
impressive list of references. BEC’s operations cover research 
institutes in Australia, amusement parks in China, the renowned 
German Sport University Cologne, US treatment centers, all the 
way to a space telescope in the Atacama Desert where a robot con-
troller installed by BEC is used to adjust the telescope. 

Interaction between man and robot
So what is the common thread in such a broad field of applications? 
“Companies seek us out wherever the interaction between robots 
and people is important,” explains Martin Gerlich, the second Man-
aging Director aside from Buck and the firm’s CFO. This core compe-
tency runs through BEC’s four fields of activity: Medical, Motion 
Simulation, Industrial Solutions, and Scientific Research. In the 
medical field, state-of-the-art medical robotics are now the trend. 
The entrepreneurs from Pfullingen install intelligent treatment 
tables as well as therapeutic equipment for hospitals around the 
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Passenger safety plays an important role  
with the robots used for amusement rides. 
HOERBIGER has decades of experience with 
restraint systems, such as those installed  
in roller coasters.
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globe. Proprietary developments have established the firm as 
an innovator in this field. The Motion Simulators field 
includes simulators for training purposes, particularly for 
pilots. “Converted industrial robots have the advantage that 
they are able to realistically replicate critical flying maneu-
vers, such as sideways or even inverted flights,” Gerlich com-
ments. This is something a traditional simulator is not capa-
ble of, as its movements are generated by hydraulic cylinders. 
At the same time, simulators increasingly benefit manufac-
turers of large equipment such as industrial or agricultural 
machines, helping them train employees to operate the com-
plex equipment. 

The Motion Simulation field also includes the relatively new 
Rides segment. This segment covers robots used in amuse-
ment parks, which allow visitors to experience the dynamics 
and acceleration forces of an entire roller coaster ride in a 
comparatively small space – a tremendous growth market 
internationally. The rides require appropriately designed 
seats with secure restraint mechanisms featuring hydraulic 
systems made by HOERBIGER. In the Industrial Solutions 
field, BEC supplies robots that work hand in hand and along-
side staff. They are in stark contrast to current robotics mod-
els in which the machines still have to operate behind safety 
barriers because their relatively simple control unit has no 
regard for the consequences of the system’s motions and they 
represent a hazard for the human workers. BEC, however, has 
always been at the forefront of current trends: “Industry 4.0 
products are already stock items for us,” says Matthias Buck, 
alluding to the latest trend of interconnected, intelligent man-
ufacturing processes. Scientific Research, another field of 
activity, is important to BEC’s founders because it takes them 
back to their academic origins. “Working closely with 

The Managing Directors at BEC in Pfullingen, Germany: Matthias Buck 
(right) and Martin Gerlich. 

research facilities and being involved in research projects 
gives us the opportunity to mine know-how that will be of 
interest to industry several years from now,” Gerlich adds. 
This sector provides inspiration for innovations.

The quest for tried-and-tested 
expertise
A comparatively small company that operates as a global 
player and supplies heavyweight equipment for a wide range 
of applications faces many challenges. Since BEC primarily 
relies on robots produced by KUKA, the firm is able to utilize 
the partner network of the Augsburg robotics manufacturer. 
“We are traditional integrators of robots,” Gerlich states. 
“This means that we purchase robots and give them their 
‘intelligence’ and application to allow others – our customers 
– to turn them into something value-adding.” The develop-
ment of the application takes place in Pfullingen – and not 
just on the computer monitor. 

Most of the robots BEC sells are first assembled as prototypes 
and tested. In the case of larger orders, BEC engages an exter-
nal firm. But what does “larger” involve when we’re talking 
about a quantity of one? A 3D printer in the prototype facility 
demonstrates that the boundaries between development and 
production, and between in-house and outside production, 
are blurred – such as when cowlings, components, or the 
occasional demo seats are needed.

Procurement and supplier management are no less challeng-
ing. The robots used for amusement rides in the new BEC 
Rides segment are a good example. Passenger safety plays an 
important role here, as a result of the high international stan-

“ Companies seek us out  
wherever the interaction  
between robots and  
people is important.”

Martin Gerlich, Managing Director of BEC
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The BEC engineers synchronize  
the movements of a robot with the 
complex virtual-reality graphics of 
related software. Kurt Danzer from  
HOERBIGER Hydraulics has already 
taken a test ride.
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dards for traditional roller coasters. Since this was new terri-
tory for BEC, it was only natural that the company contacted a 
specialist who had furnished passenger restraint systems for 
attractions in amusement parks for decades. That specialist 
was HOERBIGER. 

The inquiry was specifically prompted by a flexible seat con-
cept that BEC developed for an exhibit at Asian Attractions 
Expo 2017 in Singapore. The goal was to retrofit the robot 
from two-seat to three- or even four-seat operation within a 
manageable time frame. After all, having only one person sit 
on the ride would quickly put a damper on profitability. “In 
addition to the actual seat concept, safety – and the restraint 
system in particular – was a critical issue,” Gerlich recalls. 
Complying with the standards in effect in Asia, while saving 
weight on the seat concept and procuring everything, if pos-
sible, from an internationally certified specialist – all these 
things were only made possible by HOERBIGER. Conse-
quently, Kurt Danzer entered the picture. He is the Key 
Account Manager in the HOERBIGER Compact Hydraulics 
Business Unit. “Amusement rides are an attractive applica-
tion where we can tailor HOERBIGER’s industrial expertise 
and generate additional business,” he explains. 

Regardless of whether it is over-the-shoulder restraints, 
torso restraints, or lap bars, HOERBIGER offers the appropri-
ate solutions of hydraulic cylinders, connection block, 
valves, and diaphragms. The cylinders move and lock the 
bars, which provide passengers with the necessary comfort as 
well as restraint during extreme movements. In the event of a 
malfunction, they must still allow manual unlocking to 
release the riders – this is a requirement of international stan-
dards for amusement rides. Danzer’s experience and skill to 
listen closely did not go unnoticed by BEC: He quickly offered 
the right solution for the exhibit at the trade show in Singa-
pore, even given the extreme time constraints. HOERBIGER 
products have since become a standard fixture in the Rides 
segment of the Southern German robotics specialist.

The cylinders move and lock the 
bars, which provide passengers with 

the necessary comfort as well as  
restraint during extreme movements.
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“ Converted industrial robots  
can realistically replicate  
critical flying maneuvers.”

Martin Gerlich, Managing Director of BEC

Thanks to virtual-reality goggles, 
amusement rides can become 
even more attractive. Riders can 
be immersed into a digitally  
programmable experience based 
on a story they know from a movie 
or a book.

FOCUS
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The bar matters

Safety engineering is an essential element in amusement rides. Since there is no time for the time-consuming buckling 
and unfastening of safety belts, essentially all attractions use safety bars. Depending on requirements (riders on some 
roller coasters experience acceleration forces of 4.5 G, which is four-and-a-half-times the force of gravity), shoulder, 
lap, and/or waist bars are installed. Hydraulic cylinders made by HOERBIGER provide the appropriate restraining 
force. For decades, HOERBIGER has benefited from its industry expertise for applications for amusement rides.

using the same setup of robot, program, and VR goggles. 
Creating a real experience would command an investment in 
the millions for professional decorations alone.

The staff of BEC with their keen sense for growth markets 
is pursuing activities precisely in this field. The facility in 
Pfullingen already features the prototype of a KUKA robot 
with motion profiles that the engineers synchronize with 
the complex VR graphics of related software with pinpoint 
precision. Guests taking a seat on the robot speed through a 
futuristic metropolis on board a flying taxi, controlled by a 
wacky extraterrestrial. Kurt Danzer already had the opportu-
nity to take a test ride.

The growing business  
of amusement rides
The market is booming in both the traditional and the digi-
talized segments. In the United States alone, sales of amuse-
ment and theme parks have almost doubled to over 20 billion 
US dollars since the slump caused by the 2009 crisis.  Accord-
ing to numbers published by a US industry association, 
almost one billion customers worldwide visit amusement and 
theme parks every year. With 368 million visitors, the Asia 
Pacific region ranks second behind the United States. Theme 
parks, which rely on the intellectual property of the enter-
tainment industry such as Disney and other firms, are the pri-
mary growth drivers. Robotics attractions also benefit. The 
reasons for this are two-fold: The costs for a robot, as com-
pared to the setup and operation of a roller coaster, constitute 
a relatively inexpensive investment – not just for amusement 
parks, but increasingly also for shopping centers. Addition-
ally, thanks to virtual reality (VR) goggles, amusement rides 
can become even more attractive, especially for the younger 
target group. Riders can then be immersed into a digitally 
programmable experience based on a story they know from a 
movie or a book. Seeking an intergalactic exploratory flight 
on a Star Trek shuttle or a ride on the back of a dragon 
through a Game of Thrones backdrop? Anything is possible 

Under extreme time constraints,  
HOERBIGER developed a flexible  
seat concept for the passenger  
restraint system.


